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THREE MOSQUITOS DEFEAT 14 JUNKERS

ENEMY FORMED DEFENSIVE CIRCLE

Three Mosquitos broke up a force of 14 Junkers while patrolling over the

Bay of Biscay yesterday.

This major clog-fight, far from the Mosquitos’ base, occurred in a two-

part operation. In the morning, the squadron had destroyed two Junkers 88s

in the Bay, when they were operating with Coastal Command aircraft, which also

destroyed two of the enemy. The A. D. G.B. squadron lost one aircraft in that

combat, and when they returned to the scene in the afternoon, they ran into

the odds against the fight.

The story, therefore, falls into two phases.

Phase one is the morning fight. The Mosquitos encountered a dozen

Junkers 88s, flying in three sections of four, in line astern,. The Mosquitos

attacked, and in the ensuing fight, W/Cdr. Geoffrey Goodman, of Taunton,

destroyed one, and P/0, H, Turner, of Will lamstown, Melbourne, .Australia,

destroyed another.

The W/Cdr. was awarded the D. F.C, a week age.

Phase two was a stern battle, and although the three Mosquitos cone out

of it without loss, each aircraft sustained damage. S/Ldr. R. H. Harrison, of

Henley-on-Thames, led the attack, and here is his story:

"When the fourteen Junkers 88s saw us approaching, they turned and made

for home in loose formation without trying to give fight. We chased them, and

when we overhauled then they made a defensive circle, J.t heights Varying from

wave-top to 500 feet, they whirled around,

"I was lucky enough to draw first blood in this four minutes’ battle.

Lots of stuff flew in all directions, Everyone seemed to be shooting at once.

My Hun was hit and tried to ditch, but as he struck the water, he burst into

flames and blew up.

"So I went back to the scrap in tine to have a couple more combats,

F/Sgt, Playford, of Yarmouth, had by this tine destroyed two of the enemy and

was very busy chasing one of the others* There was a Hun on his tail, so I

joined in the merry-go-round* I had just get on to.the tail of one that was

chasing the p/Sgt, and I was shaking up to shoot him down when I found I had

used all my ammunition. So we called it off and came hone,"


